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IMMER BESSER (forever better) – our pledge

When our two great grandfathers founded the Miele 
company, they had to make sure they stood apart from the 
competition in order to be successful. There are effectively 
only two ways of doing this: either by being cheaper than the 
rest or by being better than the rest. It is not really possible to 
be both at the same time.

They decided to be "better" than the rest.

Numerous best in class awards and certificates attest to the 
fact that Miele has continued to renew its commitment to 
being "Immer Besser" throughout the past  
115 years. However, the millions of satisfied customers 
around the world are perhaps the most important 
endorsement.

At the heart of this success lies a continuity of values and 
goals which are typically only found in companies which have 
been family-run for generations, rather than in businesses 
which are guided by the often short-term interests of the 
stock market.

It is in this sense that Miele has embodied first-class product 
quality and German engineering since 1899. Miele also 
stands in equal measure for respect, fairness and mutual 
esteem towards sales partners, customers, suppliers, 
employees and neighbours. Buying a Miele is an 
environmentally friendly decision. We ensure this by using 
methods of production that save resources as well as by 
producing products which set new standards in terms of their 
consumption of electricity, water and detergent - and save 
you money at the same time.*

As directors and co-proprietors of the fourth generation of 
our business we promise you that this will not change.

Dr. Markus Miele                       Dr. Reinhard Zinkann

*  Please visit www.miele-sustainability.com for more information on our efforts and 
guiding principles.
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IMMER BESSER
Our brand promise

The Miele brand
In many countries Miele is the most 
desired brand in its field. In its German 
home market, Miele was even voted "best 
brand ever" in 2013 across all product 
branches. And the ownership of products 
from such a brand reveals much about its 
users: Miele customers have high 
expectations for the performance, 
convenience, design and environmental 
friendliness of their domestic appliances. 
People who buy Miele are quality 
conscious and have style! 

There are many good reasons for 
choosing Miele. 
Here are just six of them.
Since the company was founded in 1899, 
Miele has remained true to its "Immer 
Besser" brand promise. This means: we 
will do all that we can to be "forever 
better" than our competitors and "forever 
better" than we already are. For our 
customers this means the peace of mind 
of knowing that choosing Miele is a good  
decision - and probably the decision of a 
lifetime.
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Miele Service 
Miele customers enjoy preferential treatment: thanks to our fast 
and efficient after-sales service operation which has been voted 
best in its branch of industry many times over. Even if you need 
personalised instructions on appliance use or professional 
cleaning of your appliances, Miele will gladly make a home visit. 
We will always be there for you. That's a promise!

Miele design 
Miele believes in clean lines and timeless elegance. Nowhere else 
will you find such a comparable range of built-in kitchen 
appliances, with consistency in Design lines and colour options, 
to suit the most diverse of interior designs and kitchen furniture 
fronts. Great care is taken to coordinate appliance design across 
the range. Whatever the style of your kitchen: Miele is the perfect 
match.

Miele convenience 
Whether conventional rotary switch, discreet sensor controls or a 
high-resolution touch display like the one on your smart phone: 
operating a Miele is both easy and fun. Add to this a multitude of 
convenient and reliable automatic programmes and a great love 
of detail - success is guaranteed - on board both laundry and 
kitchen appliances. Make life easier for yourself with Miele!

Miele technology 
Miele stands for excellent results combined with the lowest 
possible energy consumption. This goes for the hygienic and 
gentle care of your laundry, your flooring and your crockery 
as well as when conjuring up exquisite culinary delights. The key 
to this is a wealth of innovative features available only from Miele. 
This is borne out by numerous first places in leading product tests 
conducted around the world.

Miele quality 
For more than 100 years it has been a proven adage that you can 
trust Miele and rely on our appliances. We are the only 
manufacturer in our branch of industry to test products such as 
our washing machines, tumble dryers, dishwashers and ovens to 
the equivalent of 20 years of use. Once a Miele, always a Miele: 
Miele customers around the world remain loyal to Miele and 
recommend Miele to others. Looking to the future, we promise 
not to entertain any compromises when it comes to quality and 
durability!
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The new EU energy label for vacuum cleaners

Why have an EU energy label?
An energy label is being introduced in line 
with EU rulings for vacuum cleaners in 
order to reduce European energy 
consumption and to make the 
performance of appliances more 
transparent for the customer. It will also 
contribute towards environmental 
protection. 

When will the new energy label be 
introduced?
From 1 September 2014 all vacuum 
cleaners throughout Europe will have an 
energy label. The maximum power 
consumption for vacuum cleaners will be 
limited to less than 1600 Watts in 
accordance with the Eco Design Directive.



Carpet cleaning performance class
The carpet cleaning performance class is 
determined by rolling dust into a carpet 
and then vacuuming it up. The more dust 
that is vacuumed up the higher the 
cleaning performance of the vacuum 
cleaner.

Hard floor cleaning performance 
class

The hard floor cleaning 
performance class is determined 

by sprinkling dust on a cracked 
wooden board then vacuuming it. 

The more dust that is vacuumed 
up the higher the cleaning 

performance of the vacuum 
cleaner.

Sound power level
The sound power level indicates the 
sound level of the appliance in decibels. 
This value is measured on carpet.

The following information will be 
shown on the new energy label:

Name or trade mark of the supplier Model number

Energy efficiency class
The energy efficiency class indicates how 
much power each vacuum cleaner uses 
and hence its electricity consumption. 
Factors taken into account include the 
lifespan of the appliance, environmentally-
friendly manufacturing processes and how 
easily recyclable the product is.

Average annual energy consumption
The average annual energy consumption 
is stated in kilowatt hours per year (kWh/
annum). It is calculated based on an 
average household with 87 square metres 
of living space that is vacuumed 50 times 
per year. The actual consumption 
depends on the frequency of use of the 
vacuum cleaner.

Dust re-emission class
The dust re-emission class states how 
clean the exhaust air of the vacuum 
cleaner is. 
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High suction power. Low consumption.
The different Miele motors

How can a vacuum cleaner be powerful whilst using so 
little energy? Miele has found several answers to this 
question and are proud to introduce a new generation of 
vacuum cleaners with a number of technological 
refinements which ensure unbeatable efficiency.

This new generation of Miele vacuum cleaners uses up 
to 50% less electricity than appliances that were on the 
market just a few years ago. At the same time, they 
ensure superb cleaning performance.

Miele offers two types of motor for your floor care 
requirements: EcoLine and PowerLine. Regardless of 
which one you choose: each model offers you the ideal 
balance of performance and consumption.
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Highly efficient thanks to 
Smart Power technology: 
EcoLine Plus*
A masterpiece of efficiency: 

Miele's EcoLine Plus models with unique 
Smart Power technology offer several 
innovative performance-enhancing 
features including an efficient AirTeQ 
floorhead. The EcoLine Plus motor 
benefits from additional PowerBlades for 
improved fan perfomance as well as an 
intelligent PowerChip. While vacuuming 
the chip continually adjusts power 
consumption to suit the situation perfectly. 
This enables the appliance to always 
achieve the best possible cleaning results 
with a maximum power consumption of 
just 800 Watts and attain the highest 
rating of A for energy efficiency on the 
energy label. First-class efficiency by 
Miele.

Energy-saving thanks to an efficient 
motor: EcoLine
EcoLine vacuum cleaners use a maximum 
of 800 Watts making them very energy-
efficient and achieve energy efficiency 

class B on the energy label. 

For perfect cleaning 
performance: PowerLine
With a peak power of 1600 Watts, 
PowerLine models have particularly 
powerful suction. Designed for thorough 
cleaning without compromise, Miele 
PowerLine vacuum cleaners offer 
excellent cleaning performance.

* Features vary depending on model
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The perfect solution for every home
Different types of Miele vacuum cleaners

Cylinder vacuum cleaners
A cylinder vacuum cleaner has the classic 
shape of a sledge and follows you easily 
through the room thanks to its smooth-
running castor wheels. This allows you to 
comfortably vacuum large areas.

Upright vacuum cleaners
Miele's Dynamic U1 upright vacuum 
cleaner is the specialist for hard-wearing 
carpets with a lot of traffic. Upright 
vacuum cleaners glide along in front of 
you and are ideal for large areas of carpet.

Robot vacuum cleaner
Miele's battery-operated robot vacuum 
cleaner works completely on its own, even 
when no one is at home. Thanks to Smart 
Navigation it works thoroughly and 
efficiently around the house.

Models
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The perfect model for all your flooring
Miele cylinder vacuum cleaners

Classic C1 - light and practical

Compact C2 - light, convenient, 
compact

Complete C2 - elegant, convenient, 
versatile

The range

Complete C3 – distinct, powerful, 
exceptional
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Allergy:
99.999% clean air1)

Tailored for special requirements
Miele lifestyle vacuum cleaners

Total Solution: 
At home on all types of flooring 

Silence:
Quiet as a whisper

Cat & Dog:
For all pet lovers

Lifestyle vacuum cleaners

Comfort Electro: 
A dream to use on carpet
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Electro handle controls

Convenient operation for first-rate cleaning results
The controls on Miele vacuum cleaners

1) In accordance with EN 60312-1
Features vary depending on model

6 stage rotary selector Plus/minus foot controls

Controls
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What makes Miele vacuum cleaners so unique?
The core characteristics of all Miele vacuum cleaners

Miele vacuum cleaners offer an ideal combination of superior 
cleaning performance, excellent ease of use, outstanding 
standards of hygiene, and first-class quality.

Cleaning performance: 
Very effective: the unique design allows you to achieve 
optimum results even with low power.



Easy to use: 
Miele has 
developed some 
clever technical 
features to make 
vacuum cleaning 
easier for you. 

Hygiene:
You can breathe 
easily with Miele's 
multi-stage 
filtration system 
which ensures 
clean air while 
vacuuming.

Quality:
Exacting quality 
checks during 
manufacture 
guarantee high 
standards of 
quality and a long 
lifespan.



Cleanliness for your well-being
Miele vacuum cleaner hygiene*

Choosing the right dustbag
It is often difficult to find the right dustbag 
for a vacuum cleaner. With Miele Original 
3D HyClean dustbags it's easy: simply 
match the colour of the collar on the 
dustbag to the colour of the holder inside 
your vacuum cleaner. 

First class suction power
Thanks to several layers of filtration and a 
special SoftStructure surface, the Miele 
HyClean dustbag lets air pass through it 
even as it fills up. The appliance will 
indicate when the dustbag is full or the 
exhaust filter is saturated. After replacing 
the dustbag and the filter, you can enjoy 
the same level of suction power, cleaning 
performance and hygiene, as you did 
when you first used your vacuum cleaner.

Dust-free hygienic dustbag 
replacement
When the vacuum cleaner is opened, the 
Original Miele 3 D HyClean dustbag's 
collar closes automatically and locks in 
the vacuumed dust for good. Furthermore, 
the secure Protector Netting prevents the 
bag from tearing, even when sharp 
objects such as glass fragments are 
vacuumed up. So fine dust which has 
been vacuumed up cannot escape again. 

20% more capacity in the bag 
Thanks to innovative 3D technology 
Miele's new Original 3D HyClean dustbags 
exploit the volume of the bag fully and last 
up to 20% longer than the previous 
HyClean dustbags. Retaining a 
particularly large amount of fine dust, dust 
diffusers distribute the vacuumed dust 
evenly within the dustbag so that the full 
capacity is used. 

* Features vary depending on model



Miele stays airtight 
For people with house dust 
allergies, we recommend a 
vacuum cleaner with a HEPA 
filter fitted as standard. TÜV 
Nord (environmental testing 
board) has also recommended 
several Miele cylinder vacuum 

cleaners with HEPA AirClean filters for 
people with allergies. With a specially 
sealed casing the entire appliance, not 
just the exhaust filter, meets the 
requirements of the TÜV Nord, which are 
reviewed annually. The filtered and 
discharged air is cleaner than normal 
room air. In addition, bacteria, allergens 
and mould spores remain safely in the 
dustbag. 

Exhaust filters:
With Miele, you have a choice of  three:

AirClean filter: 
Effective filtration for everyday 
needs.
>99.9% dust retention 

capacity1) in combination with the 
HyClean dustbag and motor filter.

Active AirClean filter: 
Significant reduction of 
unpleasant odours2) – ideal for 
pet owners.

HEPA 13 AirClean filter: 
Models with a HEPA AirClean 
filter 133) effectively capture 
pollen, dust mites, fine 

particles and allergens and achieve up to 
> 99.999% overall dust retention1)  making 
them the ideal for allergy sufferers.

1) In accordance with EN 60312-1
2) In accordance with DIN EN 13725 
3) In accordance with EN 1822/2011
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Exclusive features for perfect cleaning results  
and ease of use
Product highlights* of Miele cylinder vacuum cleaners

The Miele 
Comfort handle 

With lever action: The floorhead can be 
easily manoeuvred thanks to the 
flexible hose connector. 



Comfort cable rewind with 
single-touch control

Quick and easy: the entire cable can be 
rewound by simply tapping the footswitch. 

Compact System
A real space saver: the 

floorhead and suction tube can be parked 
on either side of the vacuum cleaner.

DynamicDrive swivel 
castors1)

Protect your floors: rubberised wheels and 
swivel castors with shock absorbers 
ensure a quiet driving experience. 

A complete range of accessories
Integrated or on the VarioClip: cylinder 
vacuum cleaners are supplied with an 
upholstery nozzle, a crevice nozzle and a 
dusting brush. Other attachments and 
floorheads are available to order.

Silence System
Nice and quiet: Miele's Silence System 
with noise-optimised motor and integrated 
sound insulation.

* Features vary depending on model
1) Patents pending: EP 2409627, US 20120017391



Large operating radius 
You barely need to change sockets: Miele 
upright vacuum cleaners provide an 
operating radius of up to 14 metres.

Large HyClean dustbag
Saves time and money: the dustbag has a 
volume of 6 litres thus eliminating the 
need to replace the dustbag constantly.

Automatic height  
adjustment1)

Particularly thorough: the electrobrush 
automatically adjusts to the carpet pile.

A complete range of accessories
Integrated: Miele's upright vacuum 
cleaners are equipped with an upholstery 
nozzle, a crevice nozzle and a dusting 
brush.

Slimline design
The slim body makes it possible: to 
vacuum under beds, tables and 
sideboards with ease.

Exclusive features for perfect cleaning results  
and ease of use
Product highlights* of Miele upright vacuum cleaners

* Features vary depending on model
1) US 8166608. Patent pending: DE 102007040948, EP 

2033560
2) US 8186007. Patent pending: DE 102007040949, EP 

2030544
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Extra powerful for large areas of carpet 
Carpeted floors deserve the very best care they can get which is why Miele has 
developed the Dynamic U1. These vacuum cleaners have an integrated roller 
brush which cleans carpet fibres thoroughly whilst carefully restoring the pile. 

ComfortTwister2)

Highly manoeuvrable: the double-swivel joint on the Dynamic U1 
makes it particularly agile and versatile.



Non-Stop Power
Operates for longer: the rechargeable 
battery in the Scout RX1 lasts for up 
to 120 minutes (150 m²) without needing to 
be recharged. And lasts up to 3 times 
longer than other batteries.

Furniture Protection Technology
Accident free: The Scout RX1 has sensors 
which recognise obstacles such 
as furniture and steps to prevent collisions 
and tumbles.

Triple Cleaning System
Sweeps, brushes and vacuums: thanks to 
the triple cleaning system the Scout RX1 
removes dust and dirt thoroughly.

Advanced Corner Cleaning
The Scout RX1 reliably finds every corner 
to remove dust and dirt.

Timer
Vacuum automatically: you can decide 
when you want the Scout RX1 to vacuum 
your floors - even when there's no one at 
home.

Exclusive features for perfect cleaning results  
and ease of use 
Product highlights of the Miele Robot vacuum cleaner Scout RX1
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Smart Navigation
An indoor positioning system enables precise orientation 
around the room including difficult-to-access areas.



Sales designation Classic C1 Junior Classic C1 Junior Classic C1
Product type SBAD0 SBAG0 SBAG0
Motor type PowerLine EcoLine EcoLine
Construction type
Cylinder vacuum cleaner • • •
User convenience
Electronic suction power control Rotary selector Rotary selector Rotary selector
Switch for electrobrush in the handle – – –
Electrobrush socket – – –
Ergonomic handle/XXL handle •/– •/– –/•
Comfort handle/Comfort handle with SpotLight –/– –/– –/–
Comfort handle with integrated controls – – –
Silence System/Silence System Plus •/– •/– •/–
Suction tube EasyLock suction tube EasyLock suction tube Stainless steel telescopic tube
Park system for vacuuming breaks/with automatic switch-off •/– •/– •/–
Park system for storage One side One side One side
Automatic/Comfort cable rewind •/– •/– •/–
Efficiency and sustainability
Energy efficiency class/Dust emission class F/B B/B B/B
Annual energy consumption in kWh 55.7 29.4 29.4
Carpet cleaning class/Hard floor cleaning class D/D E/D E/D
Sound power level dB(A) re 1 pW 80 78 78
Nominal power consumption in W 1300 700 700
Mobility
Castors with steel shaft, gentle on floors • • •
Dynamic drive/3-point manoeuvrability –/• –/• –/•
Operating radius in m 9 9 9
Filter system
Type of dustbag/Dustbag volume in l HyClean GN/4.5 HyClean GN/4.5 HyClean GN/4.5
Dustbag change/Exhaust filter change indicator •/– •/– •/–
Exhaust filter/Motor protection filter AirClean filter/• AirClean filter/• AirClean filter/•
Safety
Locking system for floor head and handle • • •
Automatic dustbag positioning • • •
All-round bumper strip – – –
Performance data
Max. power in W 1400 800 800
Standard accessories
Three-piece accessory set On VarioClip On VarioClip On VarioClip
Upholstery nozzle/Crevice nozzle •/• •/• •/•
Crevice nozzle, extra long SFD 10/flexible SFD 20 –/– –/– –/–
Dusting brush with synthetic bristles/Dusting brush with natural 
bristles •/– •/– •/–
Radiator brush SHB 20/Mattress nozzle SMD 10 –/– –/– –/–
Wide upholstery nozzle SPD 10/Flexible suction hose SFS 10 –/– –/– –/–
Universal brush – – –
Floorhead SBD 350-3 SBD 350-3 SBD 350-3
Floorbrush – – –
Turbobrush – – –
Hand turbobrush – – –
Electrobrush – – –
Colour Mango red Sprint blue Sprint blue
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Classic C1
Product summary



Sales designation Classic C1
Product type SBAD0
Motor type PowerLine
Construction type
Cylinder vacuum cleaner •
User convenience
Electronic suction power control Rotary selector
Switch for electrobrush in the handle –
Electrobrush socket –
Ergonomic handle/XXL handle –/•
Comfort handle/Comfort handle with SpotLight –/–
Comfort handle with integrated controls –
Silence System/Silence System Plus •/–
Suction tube Stainless steel telescopic tube
Park system for vacuuming breaks/with automatic switch-off •/–
Park system for storage One side
Automatic/Comfort cable rewind •/–
Efficiency and sustainability
Energy efficiency class/Dust emission class F/B
Annual energy consumption in kWh 55.7
Carpet cleaning class/Hard floor cleaning class D/D
Sound power level dB(A) re 1 pW 80
Nominal power consumption in W 1300
Mobility
Castors with steel shaft, gentle on floors •
Dynamic drive/3-point manoeuvrability –/•
Operating radius in m 9
Filter system
Type of dustbag/Dustbag volume in l HyClean GN/4.5
Dustbag change/Exhaust filter change indicator •/–
Exhaust filter/Motor protection filter AirClean filter/•
Safety
Locking system for floor head and handle •
Automatic dustbag positioning •
All-round bumper strip –
Performance data
Max. power in W 1400
Standard accessories
Three-piece accessory set On VarioClip
Upholstery nozzle/Crevice nozzle •/•
Crevice nozzle, extra long SFD 10/flexible SFD 20 –/–
Dusting brush with synthetic bristles/Dusting brush with natural 
bristles •/–
Radiator brush SHB 20/Mattress nozzle SMD 10 –/–
Wide upholstery nozzle SPD 10/Flexible suction hose SFS 10 –/–
Universal brush –
Floorhead SBD 350-3
Floorbrush –
Turbobrush –
Hand turbobrush –
Electrobrush –
Colour Mango red
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Classic C1
Product summary



Sales designation Compact C2 Compact C2 Compact C2 Allergy
Product type SDAC0 SDAJ0 SDCJ0
Motor type PowerLine EcoLine Plus EcoLine Plus
Construction type
Cylinder vacuum cleaner • • •
User convenience
Electronic suction power control Rotary selector Rotary selector Rotary selector
Switch for electrobrush in the handle – – –
Electrobrush socket – – –
Ergonomic handle/XXL handle •/• •/• •/•
Comfort handle/Comfort handle with SpotLight –/– –/– –/–
Comfort handle with integrated controls – – –
Silence System/Silence System Plus •/– •/– •/–
Suction tube Stainless steel telescopic tube Stainless steel telescopic tube Stainless steel telescopic tube
Park system for vacuuming breaks/with automatic switch-off •/– •/– •/–
Park system for storage Both sides Compact Both sides Compact Both sides Compact
Automatic/Comfort cable rewind –/• –/• –/•
Efficiency and sustainability
Energy efficiency class/Dust emission class G/B A/B A/A
Annual energy consumption in kWh 59.8 25.7 25.7
Carpet cleaning class/Hard floor cleaning class D/C D/D D/D
Sound power level dB(A) re 1 pW 78 72 70
Nominal power consumption in W 1400 600 600
Mobility
Castors with steel shaft, gentle on floors • • •
Dynamic drive/3-point manoeuvrability –/• –/• –/•
Operating radius in m 10 10 10
Filter system
Type of dustbag/Dustbag volume in l HyClean FJM/3.5 HyClean FJM/3.5 HyClean FJM/3.5
Dustbag change/Exhaust filter change indicator •/– •/– •/–
Exhaust filter/Motor protection filter AirClean filter/• AirClean filter/• HEPA filter/•
Safety
Locking system for floor head and handle • • •
Automatic dustbag positioning • • •
All-round bumper strip – – –
Performance data
Max. power in W 1600 700 700
Standard accessories
Three-piece accessory set On VarioClip On VarioClip On VarioClip
Upholstery nozzle/Crevice nozzle •/• •/• •/•
Crevice nozzle, extra long SFD 10/flexible SFD 20 –/– –/– –/–
Dusting brush with synthetic bristles/Dusting brush with natural 
bristles –/• –/• –/•
Radiator brush SHB 20/Mattress nozzle SMD 10 –/– –/– –/–
Wide upholstery nozzle SPD 10/Flexible suction hose SFS 10 –/– –/– –/–
Universal brush – – –
Floorhead SBD 285-3 SBD 650-3 SBD 650-3
Floorbrush – – –
Turbobrush – – –
Hand turbobrush – – –
Electrobrush – – –
Colour Marine blue Racing green Lotus white
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Compact C2
Product summary



Sales designation Compact C2 Cat & Dog
Product type SDBE0
Motor type PowerLine
Construction type
Cylinder vacuum cleaner •
User convenience
Electronic suction power control Rotary selector
Switch for electrobrush in the handle –
Electrobrush socket –
Ergonomic handle/XXL handle •/•
Comfort handle/Comfort handle with SpotLight –/–
Comfort handle with integrated controls –
Silence System/Silence System Plus •/–
Suction tube Stainless steel telescopic tube
Park system for vacuuming breaks/with automatic switch-off •/–
Park system for storage Both sides
Automatic/Comfort cable rewind –/•
Efficiency and sustainability
Energy efficiency class/Dust emission class D/B
Annual energy consumption in kWh 45.8
Carpet cleaning class/Hard floor cleaning class C/B
Sound power level dB(A) re 1 pW 73
Nominal power consumption in W 1100
Mobility
Castors with steel shaft, gentle on floors •
Dynamic drive/3-point manoeuvrability –/•
Operating radius in m 10
Filter system
Type of dustbag/Dustbag volume in l HyClean FJM/3.5
Dustbag change/Exhaust filter change indicator •/–
Exhaust filter/Motor protection filter Active AirClean filter/•
Safety
Locking system for floor head and handle •
Automatic dustbag positioning •
All-round bumper strip –
Performance data
Max. power in W 1200
Standard accessories
Three-piece accessory set On VarioClip
Upholstery nozzle/Crevice nozzle •/•
Crevice nozzle, extra long SFD 10/flexible SFD 20 –/–
Dusting brush with synthetic bristles/Dusting brush with natural 
bristles –/•
Radiator brush SHB 20/Mattress nozzle SMD 10 –/–
Wide upholstery nozzle SPD 10/Flexible suction hose SFS 10 –/–
Universal brush –
Floorhead SBD 650-3
Floorbrush –
Turbobrush STB 205-3
Hand turbobrush –
Electrobrush –
Colour Mango red
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Compact C2
Product summary



Sales designation Complete C2 Complete C2 Complete C2 Cat & Dog
Product type SFAC0 SFAG0 SFBC0
Motor type PowerLine EcoLine PowerLine
Construction type
Cylinder vacuum cleaner • • •
User convenience
Electronic suction power control Rotary selector Rotary selector Rotary selector
Switch for electrobrush in the handle – – –
Electrobrush socket – – –
Ergonomic handle/XXL handle •/– •/– •/–
Comfort handle/Comfort handle with SpotLight –/– –/– –/–
Comfort handle with integrated controls – – –
Silence System/Silence System Plus •/– •/– •/–
Suction tube Stainless steel telescopic tube Stainless steel telescopic tube Stainless steel telescopic tube
Park system for vacuuming breaks/with automatic switch-off •/– •/– •/–
Park system for storage Both sides Both sides Both sides
Automatic/Comfort cable rewind •/– •/– •/–
Efficiency and sustainability
Energy efficiency class/Dust emission class G/B B/B G/B
Annual energy consumption in kWh 59.5 30.0 59.5
Carpet cleaning class/Hard floor cleaning class D/C E/D D/C
Sound power level dB(A) re 1 pW 80 77 78
Nominal power consumption in W 1400 700 1400
Mobility
Castors with steel shaft, gentle on floors • • •
Dynamic drive/3-point manoeuvrability –/• –/• –/•
Operating radius in m 10 10 10
Filter system
Type of dustbag/Dustbag volume in l HyClean GN/4.5 HyClean GN/4.5 HyClean GN/4.5
Dustbag change/Exhaust filter change indicator •/– •/– •/–
Exhaust filter/Motor protection filter AirClean filter/• AirClean filter/• Active AirClean filter/•
Safety
Locking system for floor head and handle • • •
Automatic dustbag positioning • • •
All-round bumper strip • • •
Performance data
Max. power in W 1600 800 1600
Standard accessories
Three-piece accessory set Integrated Integrated Integrated
Upholstery nozzle/Crevice nozzle •/• •/• •/•
Crevice nozzle, extra long SFD 10/flexible SFD 20 –/– –/– –/–
Dusting brush with synthetic bristles/Dusting brush with natural 
bristles •/– •/– •/–
Radiator brush SHB 20/Mattress nozzle SMD 10 –/– –/– –/–
Wide upholstery nozzle SPD 10/Flexible suction hose SFS 10 –/– –/– –/–
Universal brush – – –
Floorhead SBD 285-3 SBD 285-3 SBD 285-3
Floorbrush – – –
Turbobrush – – STB 205-3
Hand turbobrush – – –
Electrobrush – – –
Colour Obsidian black Lotus white Mango red
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Complete C2
Product summary



Sales designation Complete C3 Complete C3 Complete C3 Silence
Product type SGDC0 SGDH0 SGFK0
Motor type PowerLine EcoLine Plus Silence EcoLine Plus
Construction type
Cylinder vacuum cleaner • • •
User convenience
Electronic suction power control +/- footswitches +/- footswitches +/- footswitches
Switch for electrobrush in the handle – – –
Electrobrush socket – – –
Ergonomic handle/XXL handle •/– •/– •/–
Comfort handle/Comfort handle with SpotLight –/– –/– –/–
Comfort handle with integrated controls – – –
Silence System/Silence System Plus •/– •/– •/•
Suction tube Stainless steel telescopic tube Stainless steel telescopic tube Stainless steel telescopic tube
Park system for vacuuming breaks/with automatic switch-off •/– •/– •/–
Park system for storage Both sides Both sides Both sides
Automatic/Comfort cable rewind –/• –/• –/•
Efficiency and sustainability
Energy efficiency class/Dust emission class G/B A/B A/A
Annual energy consumption in kWh 58.8 25.2 25.2
Carpet cleaning class/Hard floor cleaning class D/B D/C D/D
Sound power level dB(A) re 1 pW 77 73 69
Nominal power consumption in W 1400 800 600
Mobility
Castors with steel shaft, gentle on floors • • •
Dynamic drive/3-point manoeuvrability –/• –/• •/–
Operating radius in m 11 11 11
Filter system
Type of dustbag/Dustbag volume in l HyClean GN/4.5 HyClean GN/4.5 HyClean GN/4.5
Dustbag change/Exhaust filter change indicator •/– •/– •/–
Exhaust filter/Motor protection filter AirClean filter/• AirClean filter/• HEPA filter/•
Safety
Locking system for floor head and handle • • •
Automatic dustbag positioning • • •
All-round bumper strip • • •
Performance data
Max. power in W 1600 800 700
Standard accessories
Three-piece accessory set Integrated Integrated Integrated
Upholstery nozzle/Crevice nozzle •/• •/• •/•
Crevice nozzle, extra long SFD 10/flexible SFD 20 –/– –/– –/–
Dusting brush with synthetic bristles/Dusting brush with natural 
bristles –/• –/• –/•
Radiator brush SHB 20/Mattress nozzle SMD 10 –/– –/– –/–
Wide upholstery nozzle SPD 10/Flexible suction hose SFS 10 –/– –/– –/–
Universal brush – – –
Floorhead SBD 285-3 SBD 650-3 SBD 650-3
Floorbrush – – –
Turbobrush – – –
Hand turbobrush – – –
Electrobrush – – –
Colour Obsidian black Racing green Lotus white
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Sales designation Complete C3 Cat & Dog Complete C3 Total Solution
Product type SGEE0 SGFEO
Motor type PowerLine PowerLine
Construction type
Cylinder vacuum cleaner • •
User convenience
Electronic suction power control +/- footswitches +/- footswitches
Switch for electrobrush in the handle – –
Electrobrush socket – –
Ergonomic handle/XXL handle •/– •/–
Comfort handle/Comfort handle with SpotLight –/– –/–
Comfort handle with integrated controls – –
Silence System/Silence System Plus •/– •/–
Suction tube Stainless steel telescopic tube Stainless steel telescopic tube
Park system for vacuuming breaks/with automatic switch-off •/– •/–
Park system for storage Both sides Both sides
Automatic/Comfort cable rewind –/• –/•
Efficiency and sustainability
Energy efficiency class/Dust emission class D/B D/A
Annual energy consumption in kWh 43.9 43.9
Carpet cleaning class/Hard floor cleaning class C/B C/B
Sound power level dB(A) re 1 pW 73 74
Nominal power consumption in W 1100 1100
Mobility
Castors with steel shaft, gentle on floors • •
Dynamic drive/3-point manoeuvrability –/• –/•
Operating radius in m 11 11
Filter system
Type of dustbag/Dustbag volume in l HyClean GN/4.5 HyClean GN/4.5
Dustbag change/Exhaust filter change indicator •/– •/–
Exhaust filter/Motor protection filter Active AirClean filter/• HEPA filter/•
Safety
Locking system for floor head and handle • •
Automatic dustbag positioning • •
All-round bumper strip • •
Performance data
Max. power in W 1200 1200
Standard accessories
Three-piece accessory set Integrated Integrated
Upholstery nozzle/Crevice nozzle •/• •/•
Crevice nozzle, extra long SFD 10/flexible SFD 20 –/– –/–
Dusting brush with synthetic bristles/Dusting brush with natural 
bristles –/• –/•
Radiator brush SHB 20/Mattress nozzle SMD 10 –/– –/–
Wide upholstery nozzle SPD 10/Flexible suction hose SFS 10 –/– –/–
Universal brush – –
Floorhead SBD 650-3 SBD 650-3
Floorbrush – Hardfloor twister SBB 300-3
Turbobrush STB 205-3 STB 205-3
Hand turbobrush – –
Electrobrush – –
Colour Tayberry red Havana brown
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Sales designation Complete C3 Comfort Electro
Product type SGPJ0
Motor type EcoLine Plus
Construction type
Cylinder vacuum cleaner •
User convenience
Electronic suction power control Handle controls
Switch for electrobrush in the handle •
Electrobrush socket •
Ergonomic handle/XXL handle •/–
Comfort handle/Comfort handle with SpotLight •/–
Comfort handle with integrated controls •
Silence System/Silence System Plus •/–
Suction tube Electro telescopic tube
Park system for vacuuming breaks/with automatic switch-off •/•
Park system for storage Both sides
Automatic/Comfort cable rewind –/•
Efficiency and sustainability
Energy efficiency class/Dust emission class A/A
Annual energy consumption in kWh 26.5
Carpet cleaning class/Hard floor cleaning class C/C
Sound power level dB(A) re 1 pW 76
Nominal power consumption in W 600
Mobility
Castors with steel shaft, gentle on floors •
Dynamic drive/3-point manoeuvrability –/•
Operating radius in m 11
Filter system
Type of dustbag/Dustbag volume in l HyClean GN/4.5
Dustbag change/Exhaust filter change indicator •/•
Exhaust filter/Motor protection filter HEPA filter/•
Safety
Locking system for floor head and handle •
Automatic dustbag positioning •
All-round bumper strip •
Performance data
Max. power in W 700
Standard accessories
Three-piece accessory set Integrated
Upholstery nozzle/Crevice nozzle •/•
Crevice nozzle, extra long SFD 10/flexible SFD 20 –/–
Dusting brush with synthetic bristles/Dusting brush with natural 
bristles –/•
Radiator brush SHB 20/Mattress nozzle SMD 10 –/–
Wide upholstery nozzle SPD 10/Flexible suction hose SFS 10 –/–
Universal brush –
Floorhead SBD 650-3
Floorbrush –
Turbobrush –
Hand turbobrush –
Electrobrush SEB 236
Colour Racing green
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Sales designation Dynamic U1 Dynamic U1 Cat & Dog Dynamic U1 Allergy
Product type SHAM0 SHBM0 SHJM0
Motor type PowerLine PowerLine PowerLine
Construction type
Upright vacuum cleaners • • •
User convenience

Electronic suction power control
Rotary selector
Handle controls

Rotary selector
Handle controls

+/- push button controls
Handle controls

Illuminated power indicator – – •
Quick-release cable hook • • •
On/Off switch for appliance in the handle • • •
On/Off switch for electrobrush in the handle • • •
Automatic deactivation of roller brush in park position • • •
Ergonomic carrying handle • • •
Ergonomic handle • • •
Comfort handle with integrated controls • • •
Flexible suction hose with comfort handle • • •
Silence System/Silence System Plus •/– •/– •/–
Automatic setting – – •
Auto pile adjustment – – •
Efficiency and sustainability
Energy efficiency class F F F
Annual energy consumption in kWh 57.9 57.9 57.9
Carpet cleaning class C C C
Hard floor cleaning class – – –
Dust emission class C C A
Sound power level dB(A) re 1 pW 81 80 81
Nominal power consumption in W 1400 1400 1400
Mobility
Castors with steel shaft, gentle on floors – – –
Operating radius in m 14 14 14
Cable length in m 10.5 10.5 10.5
Flexible suction hose, length in m 3.7 3.7 3.7
Filter system
Type of dustbag U U U
Dustbag volume in l 6.0 6.0 6.0
Dustbag change/Exhaust filter change indicator •/– •/– •/•
Exhaust filter AirClean filter Active AirClean filter HEPA filter
Motor protection filter • • •
Safety
Automatic dustbag positioning • • •
Indicator light for thermal protection • • •
Electrobrush with safety switch-off • • •
Performance data
Max. power in W 1500 1500 1500
Standard accessories
Three-piece accessory set • • •
Upholstery nozzle/Crevice nozzle •/– •/– •/–
Crevice nozzle, extra long SFD 10/flexible SFD 20 •/– •/– •/–
Dusting brush with synthetic bristles/Dusting brush with natural 
bristles –/• –/• –/•
Mattress nozzle SMD 10 – – –
Hand turbobrush – STB 101 –
Colour Obsidian black Mango red Lotus white
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Sales designation Scout RX1
Product type SJQL0
Motor type DC motor
Construction type
Robot vacuum cleaner •
User convenience
Smart navigation system •
Indoor Positioning System •
Advanced Corner Cleaning •
Triple Cleaning System •
Cleaning programmes 4
Auto-Mode •
Corner-Mode •
Spot-Mode •
Turbo-Mode •
Manual cleaning •
Timer •
Remote control •
Efficiency and sustainability
Sound power level dB(A) re 1pW 60
Mobility
Climable carpet height in mm 20
Slimline design, height in mm 88
Filter system
Exhaust filter AirClean filter
Dustbox volume in l 0.6
Safety
Furniture Protection Technology •
Performance data
Non-Stop Power •
Battery type Li-Ion
Nominal battery capacity in mAh 2,200
Cleaning area in m² 150
Operating time in min. 120
Recharging time in min. 120
Standard accessories
Base station •
Adapter •
Cleaning brush •
Area demarcation magnetic tape
Replacement filters 2
Replacement side brushes 2
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Perfect dust pick-up
Because all homes are furnished 
differently and people have different 
needs, Miele offer a wide range of vacuum 
cleaner accessories. These enable you to 
adapt your Miele vacuum cleaner to suit 
your personal requirements. For example, 
you can use floorheads and brushes 
which suit your type of floor and use 
special accessories for different surfaces. 
Difficult-to-access areas can also be 
accessed quickly without having to bend 
or climb. 

Miele seals the dust safely in the 
dustbag
The Miele Air Clean filtration system, 
consisting of the Miele vacuum cleaner 
together with the dustbag, the motor 
protection filter and the exhaust filter, 
guarantees a high level of hygiene. Using 
original Miele accessories with Miele 
vacuum cleaners reduces the fine dust 
particle count in room air significantly. The 
interplay of all components guarantees a 
filtration level of more than 99.9% 1) of fine 
dust. And because dust is reliably 
vacuumed up and not dispersed back into 
the room the air expelled back into the 
room will be even cleaner than it was 
before your started! 

Quality and safety
Miele accessories must withstand the 
highest degree of strain and endurance 
testing. Just like our vacuum cleaners, 
they are tested for the equivalent of 20 
years' use2).

Gentle cleaning
By using genuine original Miele 
accessories, your floors, furniture and 
other surfaces will be cleaned gently and 
carefully, yet extremely thoroughly.

Original Miele vacuum cleaner accessories
For perfect and convenient dust pick-up

1) In accordance with EN 60312-1
2)  Equating to an average use of 45 minutes per week at 

maximum power
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Miele Scout RX1 robot vacuum cleaner accessories
For perfect and convenient dust pick-up

For reliable dust pick-up
Maintain the cleaning performance of your Scout RX1 with original Miele 
accessories. Regularly changing filters and brushes ensures continuous suction and 
cleaning performance of your robot vacuum cleaner as well as reliable dust lock-in. 
Changing accessories on your vacuum cleaner is very simple and your robot vacuum 
cleaner can be used again in next to no time.
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Magnetic strip
To protect certain areas or items, the 
magnetic strips are used to define the 
appliance's working area. These can be 
carpets, rooms or items you do not want 
the Scout RX1 to clean or to pick up.

Magnetic strip 
RX-MB 4

4 AirClean filters 
RX-SAC 1

Sealing lip 
RX-DL 1

Side brushes 
RX-SB 2

Roller brush 
RX-BW 1

To define areas where the vacuum cleaner is 
allowed to clean
• Temporarily or permanently
• For example for protecting certain areas or rugs
• Contents: 4 x 1 metre magnetic strips, adhesive

Mat. no. 9782660

For reliably capturing dust and for clean room air
• Filtration of dust particles from vacuumed air
• Motor protection for maintaining cleaning 

performance
• Contents: 4 filters

Mat. no. 9724050

For effective and reliable dust pick-up
• Simple and easy to fit
• Suitable for hard flooring and short pile carpets
• Contents: 1 sealing lip

Mat. no. 9782730

For thorough cleaning of edges and corners
• With high-quality, robust bristles made from 

synthetic fibres
• Suitable for hard flooring and short pile carpets
• Contents: 2 brushes (left and right)

Mat. no. 9724010

Rotates to remove even stubborn soiling
• With high-quality, robust bristles made from 

synthetic fibres
• Suitable for hard flooring and short pile carpets
• Contents: 1 roller brush with bearing and 

cleaning tool

Mat. no. 9782630



Vacuum cleaner accessories
Which Miele floorheads and floorbrushes are ideal for your floors?

Universal 
floorheads

Allergotec  
floorheads

Parquet 
floorbrushes

Hardfloor 
floorbrushes Turbobrushes Electrobrushes

Textile floor coverings

Cut pile + + - - +++ +++

Twisted velour + + - - + +++

Loop pile + + - - + +++

Felt/random oriented fibre/ball 
yarn/ribbed +++ +++ - - + -

Sisal/Coconut +++ +++ - - + +

Deep pile carpet + + - - - +++**

Hand-knotted carpets +++ +++ - - - -

Hard floors

Tiles with robust surface + + + +++ - -

Tiles with polished finish/
parquet (oiled, waxed or 

sealed surface)
+ + +++ + - -

Cork + + + +++ - -

Laminate/PVC + + +++ + - -
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Universal floorheads for carpets AND hard floors are shown on pages 40 - 41. 
Miele floorbrushes for scratch-sensitive hard floors are shown on pages 42 - 43. 
Turbobrushes and Electrobrushes for textile floor coverings are shown on pages 44 - 45.

+++ highly recommended, + recommended, - not recommended 
** only SEB 236 - height adjustable 
It is important to follow the flooring manufacturer’s instructions.
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Vacuum cleaner accessories
Universal floorheads for carpets and hard floors

You want your floors to be cleaned thoroughly and gently, but at the same time 
quickly and easily. This is easy as long as you select the right floorheads and 
floorbrushes for your floors.

Flexible all-rounders: Miele universal floorheads
Miele's universal floorheads are ideally suited to homes with different types of floor 
coverings. Foot switches for operating the all-round bristle strip are located on the 
floorhead and it is easy to engage or retract it depending on the type of flooring you 
are vacuumng. This makes Miele universal floorheads suitable for cleaning carpets 
as well as hard floors. Thanks to the metal soleplate and rubberised rollers, they 
glide gently across the floor. For homes with large rooms with wall-to-wall carpets or 
hard flooring Miele offer a range of floorheads for short-pile and long-pile carpet as 
well as floorbrushes specifically developed for parquet, laminate and hard flooring.
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Allergotec floorhead: 
for hygienic cleanliness
This multi-purpose floorhead with 
Allergotec hygiene sensor uses 3 colours 
to indicate the cleaning progress. When 
the indicator turns green, the floor is 
hygienically clean. This floorhead offers 
peace of mind for allergy sufferers and 
families with small children! 
The three-stage colour code indicates the 
cleaning progress:
Red: regular levels of soiling 
Amber: low levels of soiling 
Green:  hygienically clean, or in other  
 words, virtually free from pollen  
 and dustmite faeces

Recommended for allergy sufferers 
and families with small children.

Allergotec floorhead  
SBDH 285-3

Universal floorhead  
AirTeQ SBD 650-3

Universal floorhead 
AllTeQ SBD 285-3 

Universal floorhead 
SBD 350-3

With three-stage colour indicator and a hygiene 
sensor.
• Practical traffic light signals indicate cleaning 

progress
• Extendable and retractable bristles for 

vacuuming carpet and hard floors
• Wide suction aperture for good cleaning along 

walls and edges
• Wide thread catcher on underside for removing 

hair
• Metal soleplate for effortless gliding over carpets

Mat. no. 7250010

The energy-saving universal floorhead  
for particularly quiet vacuuming
• Perfect cleaning results at low wattage thanks to 

optimised air stream
• For particularly quiet and efficient vacuuming
• Up to 40% less energy consumption thanks to 

optimised air stream
• Large, rubberised rollers for running smoothly 

over hard floors
• Metal soleplate for easy, gentle gliding over 

carpets
• With soft furniture protection strip

Mat. no. 7879500 

Universal floorhead for extremely effortless 
vacuuming, particularly of carpets
• Extendable and retractable bristles for 

vacuuming carpet and hard floors
• Double swivel joint and full size metal soleplate 

for smooth and easy gliding over carpets
• Wide suction aperture for good cleaning along 

walls and edges
• Large, rubberised rollers prevent scratches on 

hard floors
• Wide thread catcher on underside also removes 

hair

Mat. no. 7253830

Universal floorhead for effortless gliding, 
particularly over carpets
• Wide metal soleplate for gliding gently across 

carpets
• Extendable and retractable bristles for 

vacuuming carpet and hard floors
• Large, rubberised rollers for running smoothly 

over hard floors
• For gentle and convenient vacuuming of all types 

of floors

Mat. no. 7096793
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Vacuum cleaner accessories
Floorbrushes specifically for scratch-sensitive or robust hard floors

Extremely gentle, easy-running and nimble: 
Miele parquet floorheads for scratch-sensitive hard floors
Many floors such as parquet, laminate flooring, polished tiles and high-quality tiles 
are very susceptible to scratches. To ensure these types of floor carry on looking 
good, Miele have developed a range of parquet floorbrushes to clean them 
particularly gently and thoroughly. With their soft all-round bristle strip, Miele parquet 
floorbrushes glide softly and gently over your floors. Parquet Twister floorbrushes are 
extremely flexible and nimble thanks to a unique double swivel joint! 
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Parquet floorbrush  
SBB Parquet-3

For gentle and effortless cleaning of scratch-
sensitive hard floors
• Wide suction aperture for  thorough cleaning of 

floors and along edges
• Soft natural bristles glide smoothly and easily 

over floors
• Two rubberised rollers for running smoothly over 

hard floors

Mat. no. 7236220

Miele hardfloor floorbrushes 
Miele's hardfloor floorbrushes have high-
quality, hard-wearing bristles to sweep 
fine dust out of deep gaps and crevices 
making them ideal for vacuuming tiled and 
other structured hard floor surfaces. The 
Hardfloor Twister has a unique double 
swivel joint making it easy to use in 
awkward areas. 

Parquet floorbrush 
Parquet Twister XL SBB 400-3 

For quick and gentle cleaning of scratch-sensitive 
hard floors
• Large areas can be vacuumed in the shortest of 

times thanks to a 41 cm wide floorhead
• Extremely nimble and flexible thanks to a unique 

double swivel joint
• Soft natural bristles glide smoothly and easily 

over floors 
 

Mat. no. 7101160 

Hardfloor floorbrush  
Hardfloor SBB 235-3

For thorough cleaning of robust hard floors
• With high-quality, robust bristles made from 

synthetic fibres
• Wide suction aperture for thorough cleaning of 

floors and along edges
• Two rubberised rollers for running smoothly over 

hard floors

Mat. no. 7239160

Hardfloor floorbrush 
Hardfloor Twister SBB 300-3

For thorough and effortless cleaning of hard floors.
• Extremely flexible and nimble thanks to its unique 

double swivel joint
• It easily accesses difficult to reach gaps
• High quality synthetic bristles get dust out of 

deep gaps
 
Mat. no. 9730770
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Turbobrush  
STB 201 

For rapid removal of hair and threads from carpets
• No separate power supply required: directly 

powered by the air stream
• Carpet threads are not pulled out
• Suitable for use with non-Miele vacuum cleaners 

with a suction tube diameter of 30 - 38 mm
 
Mat. no. 4813530 

Large turbobrush 
STB 205-3

For rapid removal of hair and threads from carpets
• No separate power supply required: directly 

powered by the air stream
• Carpet threads are not pulled out
• Air adjustment slide prevents rugs being sucked 

into the vacuum cleaner

Mat. no  7250040

Vacuum cleaner accessories
Turbobrushes specifically for short-pile, textile floor coverings and surfaces

For thoroughly cleaned and beautiful 
carpets: Miele Turbobrushes
Carpets should be vacuumed regularly, 
even when there is no visible dirt. To 
ensure that dust, hair or threads which 
have settled deep into the carpet are 
removed reliably, carpets must be 
brushed at the same time as they are 
vacuumed. The roller brush in Miele's 
Turbobrush is powered by the passage of 
air through the suction tube to ensure the 
thorough removal of dirt.
Vacuuming on a regular basis restores the 
pile and improves its appearance.
Turbobrushes can be used with almost 
any Miele cylinder vacuum cleaner. 
Ideal for pet owners and households 
with short-pile carpets.
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Electrobrush  
SEB 236 Electro Premium

Electrobrush  
SEB 216-3 Electro Comfort

With roller brush for intensive cleaning of robust 
carpets
• An electrically driven roller brush removes 

persistent soiling
• Motor for powerful cleaning of all depths of pile
• With clip cable for easy retrofitting on all  

Miele cylinder vacuum cleaners with suitable 
socket

Mat. no. 7250750

Particularly wide for rapid and deep cleaning
• An electrically driven roller brush removes 

persistent soiling
• Five-stage height adjustment for different depths 

of pile
• Motor for powerful cleaning of all depths of pile
• Integrated lighting for illuminating the working 

area
• Suitable for use with vacuum cleaners that have 

an electro suction hose

Mat. no. 7243060

For thoroughly cleaned and beautiful 
carpets: Miele Electrobrushes
Carpets subjected to heavy use can be 
particularly difficult to clean if dust, fluff, 
threads and hair are trodden deep into the 
pile. For your high-quality carpets to 
remain in good condition and be cleaned 
thoroughly and deeply, they must be 
brushed at the same time as they are 
vacuumed. The long bristles of the 
electrically powered Miele Electrobrushes 
penetrate deep into the pile of your 
carpets and effectively and reliably 
remove soiling. Your carpets are not only 
cleaned thoroughly, the pile is also 
actively refreshed, ensuring that your 
carpet keeps its good looks for longer.

Electrobrushes are connected to the 
vacuum cleaner either directly or by clip 
cable. Your Miele dealer will be happy to 
advise you on which one is suitable for 
your vacuum cleaner.

Vacuum cleaner accessories
Electrobrushes specifically for deep-seated soiling in hard-wearing carpets

For appliances with an electro 
suction hose

For appliances with socket
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Vacuum cleaner accessories
For difficult-to-access areas and delicate surfaces

Flexible hose extension 
SFS 10 

Gives an additional 1.5 m operating radius when 
vacuuming
• Extendable hose for extra reach
• Practical storage in hose sleeve after vacuuming 
• Fits between handle and suction tube
• (not suitable for vacuum cleaners with an electro-

suction tube)

Mat. no. 7252210

Dusting brush with flexible swivel joint 
SSP 10

For gentle cleaning of high-quality surfaces thanks 
to natural bristles
• With adjustable swivel joint
• A soft bumper strip protects furniture from 

scratching
• Fits directly onto the handle on all Miele cylinder 

vacuum cleaners

Mat. no. 7132710

Long crevice nozzle, 30 cm long 
SFD 10

For cleaning deep gaps
• Ideal for long, narrow crevices and gaps
• Fits directly onto the handle of all Miele cylinder 

vacuum cleaners
• Suitable for cleaning fluff filters in tumble dryers
 
Mat. no. 7250050

Flexible crevice nozzle, 56 cm long 
SFD 20

For cleaning difficult-to-access areas thanks to its 
extra length and flexibility
• Ideal for otherwise difficult-to-access areas
• Flexible central section for reaching around 

obstacles
• Fits directly onto the handle of all Miele cylinder 

vacuum cleaners

Mat.no. 7252100

Mini turbobrush  
STB 101 

For rapid removal of hair and threads from 
carpeted stairs, car floors etc.
• No separate power supply required: directly 

powered by the air stream
• 16 cm wide suction aperture
• Air adjustment slide prevents rugs being sucked 

into the vacuum cleaner
• Can be attached to the handle or suction tube

Mat. no. 7252850

Compact Mini turbobrush  
STB 20 

For rapid removal of hair and threads from 
confined spaces 
• With swivel joint for accessing awkward areas
• Reinforced edge to remove persistent soiling
• Ergonomically optimised for left- and right-

handed users
• Quick and easy to clean thanks to an access 

panel on the back
• Can be attached to the handle or suction tube

Mat. no. 7805350
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Universal brush  
SUB 20 

Comfort handle with SpotLight 
SGC 20

For rapid cleaning of delicate surfaces thanks to 
natural bristles
• Flexible swivel joint for extra versatility
• A soft bumper strip prevents scratches to 

furniture
• Thicker-set natural bristles for gentle cleaning
• Can be attached to the handle, suction tube or 

suction hose

Mat. no. 7475870

For illuminating areas requiring cleaning
Ergonomically designed for easy handling
• At a single touch of a button: LED for bright 

illumination of dark corners
• Easily retrofittable and versatile
• (not suitable for vacuum cleaners with an electro-

suction tube)

Mat. no. 9385930

Wide upholstery nozzle 
SPD 10

For easy, quick and thorough cleaning of 
upholstery
• Adjustable nozzle for more flexibility
• Wide thread catcher on underside for removing 

hair
• Fits directly onto all Miele cylinder vacuum 

cleaner handles

Mat. no. 7252190

Mattress nozzle  
SMD 10

For vacuuming gaps between bed frame and 
mattress, and between sofa cushions.
• Thread catcher on underside for removing hair
• Slim design for narrow gaps
• Fits directly onto all Miele cylinder vacuum 

cleaner handles

Mat. no. 7252280

Hygiene seal SHV10

The hygiene seal contains active charcoal pellets 
and is designed to keep odours inside the bag 
when the suction hose has been removed for 
storage.

Mat. no. 6622030

Radiator brush  
SHB 20

Perfect for cleaning difficult-to-access gaps, 
blinds and radiators
• With strong and robust synthetic bristles

Mat. no. 9223430



Original Miele exhaust filters
To safely lock the vacuumed dust inside the bag

AirClean filter
Effective filtration for everyday 
requirements.
More than 99.9% dust retention capacity1) 

with HyClean dustbag and motor protection 
filter.

Active AirClean filter
Significant reduction of unpleasant 
odours2) – ideal for pet owners.

HEPA AirClean filters
Filters out even finest dust and allergens – 
ideal for those allergic to house dust.
> 99.999% dust retention capacity1), as well 
as HEPA 13 classification3).

Our recommendation for allergy sufferers:
Anyone who is allergic to domestic dust should use vacuum 
cleaners with a HEPA filter fitted as standard and a special air-
tight casing seal. These appliances ensure that the filtered air 
discharged from the vacuum cleaner is cleaner than ambient 
room air before vacuuming. As a result of these features, some 
Miele vacuum cleaners are explicitly recommended for allergy 
sufferers by TÜV North, a German material testing institute. To 
ensure that excellent filtration values are maintained over the 
entire product life, the HEPA filter must be exchanged when it is 
saturated - approx. once a year.

1) in accordance with EN 60312-1
2) in accordance with DIN EN 13725
3) in accordance with EN 1822/2011

The innovative Miele AirClean filter system consists of an original Miele dustbag, a motor 
protection filter and an original Miele exhaust filter. These three filtration stages ensure that 
vacuumed dust remains securely locked in. The room air is cleaner than before vacuuming 
and it takes longer for dust to settle on furniture and surfaces again. 
Miele offer three different types of exhaust filters:
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3 AirClean filters 
SF-SAC 20/30

For all S2, S300-S800, S4, S5, S6, S7,  S8 and 
Complete C1-C3, Compact C1-C2, Classic C1, 
Dynamic U1 models

Mat. no 3944711

Original Miele exhaust filters

HEPA 13 AirClean filter, with timestrip 
SF-HA 30

For all S2, S300-800, S7 and Complete C1, Classic 
C1, Dynamic U1 models

Mat. no. 9616270

Active AirClean filter, with timestrip 
SF-AA 50

Active AirClean filter, with timestrip 
SF-AA 30

For all S4, S5, S6, S8 and  
Compact C1-C2, Complete C2-C3 models

Mat. no. 9616110

For all S2, S300-800, S7 and Complete C1, Classic 
C1, Dynamic U1 models

Mat. no. 9616080 

HEPA 13 AirClean filter, with timestrip 
SF-HA 50

For all S4, S5, S6, S8 and  
Compact C1-C2, Complete C2-C3 models

Mat. no. 9616280
Miele's new timestrip® filter change 
indicator, attached directly to the filter, is 
activated by pressing firmly down on the 
arrow after inserting it into the vacuum 
cleaner. When the entire length of the 
indicator has turned red, the filter is 
saturated and has to be exchanged. The 
timestrip® helps you to monitor the perfect 
functioning of the filter. By doing so you 
can be sure that the dust is safely locked 
in, and that the room air is clean.
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Reasons why you should only use original Miele vacuum cleaner dustbags

New standards are set in floorcare with the new generation of original Miele HyClean 
3D Efficiency vacuum cleaner dustbags.

The advantages of the new Miele vacuum cleaner dustbags:

Thanks to several layers of filtration and a special SoftStructure surface, 
Miele's AirClean system offers maximum dust retention capacity which 
guarantees that dust is locked securely inside the bag. 
 
The new dustbags also offer the highest level of efficiency when 
vacuuming at a low power level. This allows you to save energy when 
vacuuming without compromising the high cleaning performance you are 
used to.

The life cycle of a dustbag increases by up to 20% compared to Miele's 
previous HyClean dustbags. The innovative 3D technology distributes 

     dust optimally in the dustbag and exploits the bag volume fully.

Another reason why you should opt for Miele original products. Only 
Miele dustbags together with Miele vacuum cleaners form a perfect lock-
and-key principle which results in vacuumed dust being directed  

    securely into the dustbag.

Original Miele dustbags
Securely locked in dust - extended life cycle
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Box of dustbags 
HyClean 3D efficiency GN

HyClean 3D efficiency GN dustbags
• Filters out more than 99.9% of all fine dust 

particles
• Highly efficient, even when vacuuming using a 

low power setting
• Longer use thanks to 3D technology of dustbag
• Clean and easy replacing of dustbag thanks to 

automatic dustbag seal and colour coded collar
• Contents: 4 dustbags, 1 motor protection filter,  

1 exhaust filter

For all S2, S5, S8, Complete C2-C3 and Classic C1 
models

Mat. no. 9917730 

Box of dustbags 
HyClean U

HyClean U dustbags
• Filters out more than 99.9% of all fine dust 

particles
• Tear resistant thanks to an impact-proof liner 

preventing damage even in the event of sharp 
items entering the bag

• Clean and easy replacing of dustbag thanks to 
automatic dustbag seal and colour coded collar

• Contents: 4 dustbags, 1 motor protection filter, 1 
exhaust filter

For all Dynamic U1 models. 

Mat. no. 7282050 

Box of dustbags 
HyClean 3D efficiency FJM

HyClean 3D efficiency FJM dustbags
• Filters out more than 99.9% of all fine dust 

particles
• Highly efficient, even when vacuuming using a 

low power setting
• Longer use thanks to 3D technology of dustbag
• Clean and easy replacing of dustbag thanks to 

automatic dustbag seal and colour coded collar
• Contents: 4 dustbags, 1 motor protection filter,  

1 exhaust filter

For all S 700, S4, S6, Complete C1, Compact C1-
C2 models.

Mat. no. 9917710 

Contents:4 boxes of HyClean 3D efficiency FJM 
dustbags
  
For all S 700, S4, S6, Complete C1, Compact C1-
C2 models.

Mat. no. 9922740 

Contents: 4 boxes of HyClean 3D efficiency GN 
dustbags

For all S2, S5, S8, Complete C2-C3 and Classic C1 
models.

Mat. no. 9922750 

Contents: 4 boxes of HyClean U dustbags

For all Dynamic U1 models. 

Mat. no. 9385920  

Multi-pack of dustbag boxes 
HyClean 3D efficiency FJM

Multi-pack of dustbag boxes 
HyClean 3D efficiency GN

Multi-pack of dustbag boxes 
HyClean U
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